In the model of gauge mediation of SUSY breaking in the presence of tree-level mediation, the Froggatt-Nielsen mechanism provides a different hierarchy of sparticle masses. We study the spectra and show the results to be like those in an effective supersymmetric model.
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Supersymmetry (SUSY) is an important candidate for the physics beyond the Standard Model (SM). Among many models of SUSY breaking, gauge mediation of SUSY breaking (GMSB) [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] provides an important mechanism. In the usual GMSB models, SUSY is broken in a hidden sector and the effects of SUSY breaking are transmitted to the visible sector by gauge interactions of the SM gauge groups. It was noticed in [6] that the effects of SUSY breaking can be extended in the presence of extra gauge interactions. In [6] this extra gauge group is a U(1)-subgroup of SO(10) in the grand unification theory (GUT) and it is broken at around the unification scale. Consequently, SUSY particles receive tree-level SUSY breaking effects mediated by the extra U(1) gauge interactions if these particles carry the U(1) quantum numbers. The supertrace formula constrains the total sfermion and the corresponding fermion total squared masses to be the same [7] . In this paper, the supertrace formula can be satisfied by compensating the contribution from MSSM particles by the heavy particles of the GUT scale [6] .
Here we will study the possibility that the extra gauged U(1) is the flavor symmetry of the Froggatt-Nielsen mechanism (FNM) [8, 9] such that the mechanisms of SUSY breaking and of generation of fermion masses have a common origin. Different from the model of [6] , the quantum numbers and consequently the spectra of the SUSY particles are very different. There are superfields which do not carry the U(1) F N quantum numbers, their scalar components get masses at two-loop level.
In the literature, combining FNM and GMSB has been studied in [10] where SUSY is broken at low energy (∼ 100TeV). Unlike the original FNM where extra (super-)fields are at the GUT or even higher scale, in [10] the extra superfields are introduced at the low energy scale and they mix with those in the minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM), especially in the fermion sector. Consequently, unitarity of the 3 × 3 quark mixing matrix is violated, which makes the model rather complicated [11] . Different from [10] , in the present work the extra superfields are introduced at around the GUT scale as in the original FNM. At low energy the model is reduced to be the MSSM, thus the possible problem of unitarity violation is absent.
We will firstly present the model. Then we will classify the mechanism for generating the SUSY breaking parameters. Finally we will present the spectra and summarize.
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The model extends the SM gauge group by adding a gauged U(1) F N . Instead of being a generator of GUT group, we take this U(1) F N to be irrelevant with unification as there exists no evidence of any relevance. The GUT group is taken to be SU(5), although a larger group is also possible.
At around the GUT scale we add in extra Higgs-like superfields and matter-like superfields. The Higgs-like superfields are those complete representations of SU (5) as in the original model in [8, 9] , extended by a SU(5) singlet sector. Besides the possibly existed colored Higgs whose effects are calculable, the newly introduced Higgs-like superfields will not affect gauge coupling unification. The singlet sector contains at least two effective superfields: N ′ whose F-component has a nonzero vacuum expectation value (VEV) which breaks SUSY,
and N whose VEV breaks the U(1) F N ,
The U(1) F N charges of both N ′ and N are taken to be 5 for convenience. Note that we do not care if they are elementary or composite. The extra heavy matter-like superfields form complete representations of the GUT SU(5) group so as not to spoil the gauge coupling unification. For those which are relevant to SUSY breaking, They are taken to be vector-like F +F = 5 +5, 10 + 10 + ... . We take their U(1) F N charges to be −3 for F and −2 forF . The superpotential of this heavy sector is
The remaining chiral superfields are those in the MSSM. Their U(1) F N charges 1 are,
as in the original FNM. The integer s is allowed to take 0,1 or 2, corresponding to tan β taking a large, middle or small value. Note that there exist no direct couplings between MSSM superfields and N or N ′ so that at low energy MSSM is recovered.
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In the presence of the nonzero VEV in (1), the vector superfield of the U(1) F N gauge group develops an effective D-component as
where M V is the mass of the gauge field of the U(1) F N group. The other heavy superfields are the F +F 's, they receive SUSY breaking effect through (3). The effects of SUSY breaking are transmitted to the MSSM sector in the following ways:
(1) The scalars of the MSSM chiral superfields which carry the U(1) F N charges get masses at tree-level through couplings to the U(1) F N vector superfield,
(2) The gauginos of the MSSM acquire masses in the same way as in the usual GMSB model, where again the heavy F +F play the roles of messengers,
(3) The scalars of the MSSM chiral superfields which do not carry the U(1) F N charges get masses at 2-loop level using the same mechanism as in the usual model of GMSB, where the heavy F +F play the roles of messengers,
At the same time, those scalars in (7) receive corrections (10), accordingly.
1 In some FN models the charges of u and e contain parameters p and s respectively, which can be different or the same. However, in our scheme, the U (1)F N anomalies must be canceled by the Green-Schwarz mechanism[12, 13, 14], which requires p=s and that the FN charges in the same SU(5) multiplet should be the same.
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Now we are ready to calculate the spectrum in the MSSM. We will first input the value F , M , Λ GU T . Then we will take eq. (10) as initial values at the GUT scale. Finally, we will use the renormalization group equations to run the scale down to the electroweak scale. The final step will be done with the help of Suspect 2.41 [15] .
Numerically the unified gaugino mass is taken as M 1/2 = 300Gev. For the typical scale of sparticle mass we take m = 3.2T eV . The lightest neural Higgs mass is taken to satisfy the bound m h > 114GeV . We take s = 0, 1, 2 for tan β = 30, 20, 9, respectively. We give these spectra in Table 1 , 2, 3, respectively.
We find that the NLSP is always a Bino-like neutralino whose mass is around 125GeV. The mass of the lighter chargino is around 230GeV, which is very different from the result of nearly degeneration of lightest neutralino and the lighter chargino in [6] . These results imply that they can be easily produced and identified in the LHC experiments. We find, also different from the results of [6] where all the sfermions are heavy, that the sfermions for the first two generations are usually heavy, corresponding to the effective SUSY scenario [16] of suppressing FCNC. The sfermions of the third generation are generally lighter than 1TeV, making them accessible at the LHC experiments. To be intuitive, we also plot an example in Fig. 1 .
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In summery, we have studied the spectra in the model of GMSB with FNM. We find the results are very different from those in [6] . No tree-level FCNC is introduced due to a high energy scale of SUSY breaking, which is different from the case in [10, 11] .
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